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Ab s tra c t —The problem of selecting an optimally efficient ADC architecture at different resolutions is
treated using a mainly empirical approach. By analyzing a large amount of measured performance data reported
in the literature, the power efficiency of different ADC architectures is investigated. An efficiency hierarchy of
ADC architectures is identified, and the low-power enabling features instate-of-the-art designs are summarized.
The work shows that there are significant differences between architectures, and also the feasibility of an
empirical approach to design optimization.
I. Introduction
The quest for energy efficient solutions is simultaneously driven by multiple and largely independent interests
such as the consumer craving long battery life for high-performance portable gadgets, communication
infrastructure operators noting that a significant part of their budget is energy-related, and governments
implementing legislation and directives for a sustainable society. In addition to that, specific applications such as
medical implants and wireless sensor nodes put particularly stringent demands on energy-optimized solutions.
Noting that A/D-converters (ADCs) are typically present in all the systems mentioned above, it is essential to
develop low-energy ADC solutions for a broad range of applications and specifications. Several contributions
have presented theoretical power dissipation limits for A/D-converters [1]-[6], and empirical performance trends
have been analyzed in [7]-[12]. Some of the theoretical contributions assume a particular architecture such as
pipeline [3]-[4], while others treat more than one architecture [1], [5]-[6]. The theoretical derivations in [6]-[7],
[9]-[10] are compared against relatively large sets of reported measurement data from publications.
The purpose of this work is to illustrate an empirical approach to design optimization and to give an overview of
scientific ADCs from an energy viewpoint. Additionally, an efficiency hierarchy of architectures will be
identified and the low-power enablers in the current state-of-the-art summarized. The results and discussions aim
to support the selection of energy-optimal ADC architectures based on the performance of prior art. While realworld design projects will have many other design constraints, this paper illustrates a more general search for the
overall most efficient architectures at different levels of resolution. A key assumption in this paper is that
empirical design-optimization (EDO) can be done if a sufficiently large set of design and performance data is
available. By systematically analyzing a large number of reported attempts, conclusions can be made regarding
optimal architecture and design choices under a particular set of design targets. An optimal data set for EDO
contains all information about all ADCs ever implemented. As an approximation of the ideal set, the
experimental results and measured performance reported in more than 1400 scientific papers published between
1974 and March 2010 have been used in this work. The underlying source data is the same as in [11], and
represents a near-exhaustive survey of all scientific ADC implementations ever reported. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, ADC efficiency has not previously been studied with such large amounts of empirical data.
II. Measures of energy efficiency
Rather than looking for the lowest absolute power dissipation, the present work will focus on the amount of
energy per converted sample,

E=

P
fs
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By using E, power dissipation is normalized to sampling rate, and E was observed also in [6], [8] and [10]. The
definition of E naturally aligns with the concept of charging and discharging ADC-internal capacitors and
parasitics at a sampling rate of fs, even if there are architectures where the main power consumption may be
from time-continuous or static current. Whereas E normalizes to sampling rate, it does not handle the fact that
power dissipation also is a function of nominal resolution N, or the effective number of bits (ENOB) calculated
from signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR) as
ENOB =

SNDRdB  1.76
6.02

(2)

A higher ADC resolution typically requires larger capacitors and more hardware, thus more power dissipation.
In order to handle that dependency, a figure-of-merit (FOM) that includes N or ENOB could be used. Two
figures-of-merit commonly used in the literature are F1 and F2:
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As seen in (3) and (4), these FOM simply normalize E to the relative conversion error amplitude (F1) or power
(F2). It is however difficult to derive a FOM that is ENOB-independent, and neither F1 nor F2 are. The lesser
used F2 is biased towards high-resolution ADCs limited by thermal noise, and it can be shown that F1 has a
sweet spot around the transition between thermal-noise-limited ADCs and other ADCs – currently around
ENOB = 9. Thus it will be necessary to simultaneously consider ENOB even when using one of these FOM to
represent efficiency. The usefulness of F1 and F2 over E is therefore negligible, and efficiency will be viewed as
the two-dimensional vector {E, ENOB} in this work. A positive side effect is that there’s no need to decide
which FOM is the most “sound”.
III. Energy contributors and limits
The total ADC energy Etot can be split into I/O energy EIO, reference energy Eref, sample-and-hold energy ES/H,
ADC core energy Ecore, and the input energy Ein delivered by the source. A distinct separation may be difficult to
maintain. In ADCs without internal buffer, Ein and ES/H could be treated as one, and in ladderless flash ADCs
such as [13], there is no Eref. In this work, the reported on-chip Etot will be observed, while theoretical limits for
EIO and ES/H (Ein) will be used as illustrative reference points.
A. I/O energy
The term “I/O energy” refers to the energy loss in the digital input/output circuitry. A minimum EIO-estimate can
be derived under the assumption of N parallel CMOS outputs driving a capacitive load CL. The energy stored in
a capacitance C charged to V is
E=

CV 2
2

(5)

and the minimum total energy supplied from the source (last inverter) is CV2 due to the energy loss during
charging. Additional energy lost due to tapered drivers or inverter transient current is not included. The average
EIO can be estimated from the average bit toggle probability  and output logic swing VDD as

E IO =

PIO
fs

=N
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2

(6)

In this work  = 50% (random data) was used. Furthermore, a load capacitance CL = 7 pF has been assumed,
with 2 pF attributed to the output pad, and 5 pF to the board interconnect and receiving circuit.
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B. Minimum sampling energy
Assume that the ADC input signal is sampled by a capacitor Cs that is reset between each new sample. With a
full-scale peak-to-peak input range VFS, the absolute minimum energy Es required from the source to charge each
sample vm through a resistive switch is

Es = Cs vm2



Es =

2
CsVFS

(7)

8

If ENOB is noise-limited, and half of the noise power is assigned to the kT/C-noise sampled onto Cs, the fullscale signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over Cs must be

SNRdB = 6.02  ENOB + 1.76 + 3

(8)

Thus, the linear SNR is
SNR =

2
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which gives an ENOB-defined minimum sampling energy
Es = 3kT  22 ENOB

(10)

The expression in (10) is the absolute minimum energy required from the source under the assumptions above
and does not include any further loss due to amplifier efficiency, additional circuits such as clock drivers, etc.
Assuming more realistic operating conditions, a 16 times larger value of Es was derived in [6].
IV. Identifying Efficient Architectures
A first attempt to empirically identify efficient architectures is to look at the energy landscape divided by
architecture. A scatter plot of the reported energy/sample in each of the 1400 papers is shown vs. ENOB in
Fig. 1. Only data points that report “true ENOB” (SNDR or SNR & THD) have been included, in order to not
give unfair advantage to papers reporting SNR-only performance. The separation by architecture reveals
significant differences between architectures, which will be discussed below. Consider first the shape of the
energy landscape. There are two distinct borders, which will be referred to as the thermal slope and the lowresolution plateau in this work. For ENOB  9 the energy per sample seems limited by thermal noise since it
quadruples for every bit of effective resolution. The current state-of-the-art almost exactly follows the
E = 22(ENOB–9) pJ curve that is included in the plot. At lower resolutions the state-of-the-art levels out to
~1pJ/sample independent of ENOB down to 2.5-b, where E starts to degrade again. From Fig. 1 it can also be
seen that ADCs below 9-b ENOB are comparatively inefficient relative to their {ENOB, fs} performance, and
that going below 5-b ENOB does not appear to reduce E at all. Although it is slightly unintuitive, the large body
of scientific data suggests that going below 9-b ENOB only gives minor improvements in power efficiency, if
any. Hence, system-level power optimization should be considered when ADC requirements are lower than 9-b.
Rather than trying to optimize the ADC, it can be kept at 8–9-b resolution if that leads to relaxed requirements in
other parts of the signal chain.
A. The efficiency hierarchy
A closer inspection of the data in Fig. 1 reveals that the low-resolution energy plateau is defined by a handful of
designs that are detached from the main scatter by a factor of 5–10. These designs will be analyzed separately in
the following subsection – both because they define state-of-the-art and because several of them are rather
special cases of the architectures they represent. The efficiency hierarchy of architectures was therefore
identified by analyzing the overall picture – including the main scatter. It was seen that the - modulator
(DSM), SAR, flash and comparator-based asynchronous binary search (CABS) architectures are at the top of
the efficiency hierarchy. Over a very large number of reported attempts, these architectures have reported a
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Fig. 1. On-chip energy per sample vs. ENOB for different architectures: Asynchronous (), Cyclic (), DSM (),
Flash (+), Folding (), Pipeline (), SAR (), Subranging (), n-Slope (), n-Step () and other ().
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Fig. 2. Efficiency hierarchy of ADC architectures according to scientifically reported measurement data.

significantly lower energy/sample than the next level in the hierarchy. SAR appears to be the architecture that is
most energy efficient over a broad range of resolutions, both along the thermal-noise slope up to 15-b, and along
the low-resolution plateau as far down as 2-b. CABS and flash ADCs are only efficient on the plateau, and DSM
have state-of-the-art efficiency only along the thermal slope for ENOB  13-b.  ADCs have no competition
above 15-b ENOB. The best pipeline and cyclic ADCs are approximately one order of magnitude less energyefficient than SAR/DSM along the thermal slope, and thus define the second level in the hierarchy. All other
major architectures require at least 5–10 times more energy/sample than pipeline and cyclic. On the plateau, the
second level is more crowded. Subranging, folding, pipeline, cyclic, n-step, and even DSM implementations [14]
have all shown equivalent results within 5–10 times the energy of SAR. The energy efficiency hierarchy is
shown in Fig. 2. Only the first two levels are shown.
B. State-of-the-art on the low-resolution plateau
The seven ADCs that define the low-resolution energy plateau are listed in order of efficiency in Table I. By
reviewing the low-power enablers for each implementation, it becomes evident that common features include a
dynamic comparator – usually with trip-point calibration – that is used in a ladderless architecture when
applicable. A somewhat less obvious result is that three of the top four implementations used a 1-b MSB stage,
effectively detecting the sign before the magnitude is converted by a multi-bit LSB-stage. Asynchronous-binarysearch architectures are dominant – either stand-alone, or as the LSB-stage. Other architectures are flash and
SAR. The two designs labeled “folding” can also be seen as a sign-detector followed by a flash [16] or
pipelined-ABS [17] LSB-stage, but technically they implement a folding architecture.
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Ref
[15]

Architecture
CABS

[16]

Folding

[15]

Two-step

[17]

E [pJ]
0.56

@ ENOBmax
5.3

0.85
0.82
1.26
0.89

4.5
4.5
4.7
6.4

Folding

1.2

4.9

[18]
[19]

CABS
SAR

1.7
1.9

4.2
8.7

[13]

Flash

2.0

3.7

Low-power enablers
CABS architecture; Ladderless; Dynamic comparator;
Trip-point calibration
1-b MSB stage; Ladderless Flash LSB-stage; Dynamic
comparator; Trip-point calibration
1-b MSB stage; Ladderless CABS LSB-stage;
Dynamic comparator; Trip-point calibration
1-b MSB stage; Ladderless PABS LSB-stage; Dynamic
comparator/amplifier; Trip-point calibration
CABS architecture
Multi-step capacitor charging; Dynamic comparator;
C-DAC
Ladderless; Dynamic comparator; Trip-point calibration

Table I. State-of-the-art designs on the low-resolution plateau – in order of E.

Ref
[20]

Architecture
CT-DSM

xE
253

@ ENOB
14.8

[21]

DT-DSM

434

22.1
20.5

[22]
[23]
[24]
[19]
[25]
[26]

CT-DSM
DT-DSM
DT-DSM
SAR
DT-DSM
SAR

436
663
728
832
861
988

14.3
15.5
17.3
8.7
13.2
15.3

Low-power enablers
FF-architecture; Large FSRin;
Novel excess-delay compensation => low-power op-amps
Multiple FB-loops architecture;
Architectural optimization => op-amps can slew
High OSR spreads noise leak => low-gain op-amps
FF-architecture; “Assisted op-amp”
FF-architecture; single-comparator, tracking M-bit quantizer
FF-architecture; Class-AB op-amps
Multi-step capacitor charging
FF-architecture; Inverter-based
–

Table II. State-of-the-art designs on the thermal slope – in order of xE.

C. State-of-the-art on the thermal slope
The eight implementations that currently define the thermal slope are listed in order of efficiency in Table II.
Since E is a function of ENOB, the efficiency is described by the energy ratio

xE =

E
Es

(11)

where Es is the theoretical minimum energy according to (10), and E is the actual on-chip energy dissipation
reported. The converters in Table II are those that have an xE  1000. It means that their total on-chip
energy/sample is only 250–1000 times above the (unrealistic) theoretical minimum for just the sampling. Using
the more realistic, and 16 times larger value for Es derived in [6], the implementations in Table II are only 16–62
times above the minimum sampling energy according to [6] – theoretical conversion energy not included.
Looking at the low-power enablers for each design yields that minimizing the power dissipated in op-amps is a
key to efficient DSM implementations. Five out of six DSM use a feed-forward filter topology to reduce the
integrator output swing, thus relaxing slew-rate requirements. The state-of-the-art circuits were realized using
various low-power amplifier solutions, including class-AB, assisted op-amp, and inverters. Regarding the two
SAR converters, it appears that the 16-b design in [26] relies simply on good design and the efficiency of the
architecture itself, while the addition of multi-step charging allows the SAR in [19] to extend the thermal slope
boundary down to 9-b ENOB. Note that the same 10-b SAR defines state-of-the-art both on the plateau and the
thermal slope, and thus represents a highly efficient ADC implementation.
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V. Conclusion
ADC power efficiency was empirically investigated using a near-exhaustive set of scientifically reported
performance. It was found that SAR, DSM, flash, and asynchronous-binary-search architectures are the most
energy efficient. Low energy consumption requires architectural as well as circuit-level optimization. Efficient
DSM ADCs tend to use feed-forward architectures, while the SAR architecture seems to be inherently suitable
for low-energy. At lower resolutions, efficiency is achieved by avoiding static power dissipation. Ladderless
architectures using dynamic comparators yield low power. Introducing trip-point calibration allows comparator
devices to be scaled below mismatch requirements, thus reducing dynamic power. While the results of the
investigation are largely as expected, the work also summarize the efficiency of nearly all scientific ADCs ever
reported, and gives a detailed review of the current state-of-the-art. The paper also illustrates the feasibility of
finding optimal architectures using a mostly empirical approach. Future work may show how to apply empirical
design optimization once the architecture is selected.
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